
Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

Hong Kong registered high heat in June not seen since 1884 which caused me to 
have difficulty breathing while walking outside. Thank God I did not have a heat 
stroke with the help of my solar umbrella. Let me share a bit more of my life 
besides the weather. I’ve made it to see the 1600 Pandas exhibit in HK with an 
old friend! I bought a computer chair and a mini computer tablet table so I can 
work more comfortably at home and I have been turning the air-conditioner on 
when the temperature reaches 32˚C / 90˚F. I’ve come a long way since my days 
of thinking suffering = sacrificial = spiritual missionary life! Please pray that I 
can survive this summer heat. 

Bryant has stopped all treatment and is enrolled with hospice care now. I was 
able to fly back to see him although he was in pain most of the time I was there. 
Thank God the nurse ordered a portable oxygen tank and other equipment to 
help him feel more comfortable at home. I admired Bryant’s passion in basket-
ball and bravery to play in his last game. He knew the cancer has eaten into his 
spine, he knew the risk of a broken spine, and he knew his time on earth is 
nearing the end, but he chose to play in that last game for just 2 minutes as his 
way of saying good bye to his teammates. Bryant needed to hook to his oxygen 
machine as the game continued with all the players wearing Bryant’s number 7 
on their jerseys. No one talked about the score, but people will remember that 
extra number 7 on all the players. Thank God Bryant’s pain seems to be under 
control and he is at peace from his own words: “I am grateful that I have a 
hopeful God, a loving God, and a merciful God, who has promised me some-
thing more than this life can offer through his son Jesus Christ.” 

The CCMI journal’s purpose is to educate readers on missions from the Biblical, 
missionary, and sender’s perspectives. After more than 10 years in publication, 
it’s time for some changes. The next issue will be in color with more interactive 
content and richer graphics since we will make it into an e-magazine format 
along with the printed version. Another big project we are working on besides 
preparing for the missionary retreat is the administrative handbook for 
coworkers. The role of CCMI is to provide guidelines for each CCM office on 
missions. A written handbook will surely help with mobilization, missionary 
sending, and caring. Pray that we can finish at least 70% by October for the 
board of directors. 

I am so excited to have such a positive response from mission leaders in HK to 
participate in a pilot group of mutual mentoring. This is an attempt to raise 
mentors as well as to enable missionaries to practice mutual mentoring on the 
field. We will start this group in September for 6 weeks. It is NOT a program but 
a small group of kindred spirits coming together to share lives and experiences. 
This is also another way of creating community! 

Joy in Christ, 

Judi  

 
 

 
Bryant watching God’s creation 
with a friend 

- 2 Corinthians 4:16-18 
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